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Picture this, you scroll through your Instagram feed expecting beautiful, aesthetically 

pleasing pictures from friends, family, and celebrities. Suddenly, however, a shocking image of 

Paula Deen disrupts your well-curated feed. The southern television chef sits imposed onto a 

hotdog, riding the food like a horse. You cannot turn your eyes away from her white hair, 

oversized sunglasses, hot pink tunic, and exaggerated expression. Curious, you click on the 

account that posted this shocking image only to see more. You have discovered one of the many 

social media accounts dedicated to creating images, or memes, of Paula Deen riding various 

foods.1  

The Paula Deen meme, along with other memes posted on social media, boasts similar 

artistic qualities and social intentions of the artwork during the early twentieth-century Dada 

movement. The spread of memes and the development of their social significance challenges 

scholars to question the artistic nature of the current movement. Similarly, the inconsistent, 

contradictory nature of Dadaism provoked various reactions to the movement. Scholars struggle 

to consistently define both memes and Dadaist artworks. Understanding the origins of Dadaism 

and reading memes through a Dadaist lens allows critics to better understand the artistic and 

social significance of memes. Specifically, a brief study of the Dadaist movement, explanation of 

internet memes, and analysis of Dadaist Max Ernst, make clear the artistic values and social 

significances of the Paula Deen meme.  

Similar to meme creators, the artists of the post-World War I movement, so-called 

Dadaists, sought to challenge artistic traditions and reject social norms.2 Art historian Donna 

 
1 Some of these accounts include @paula.deen.the.butter.queen, 

@typicalpauladeenmoments, and @paula.deen.riding.things 
 

2 The term Dada itself has many different translations, all of which contribute to the Dada 
ideal of simultaneous importance and nothingness. Such translations include hobbyhorse in 
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Kristiansen uses three elements typical of Dadaist work to characterize the movement: 

spontaneity, negation, and absurdity. Kristiansen argues, “Dadaism applies itself to everything 

and yet it is nothing.”3 Building on Kristiansen’s opinion on Dadaism, Dadaists attempt to 

destroy the accepted use of language and replace typical modes of expression with ephemeral, 

spontaneous thought.4 Dadaists argue that everything, including Dadaism, is useless.5 However, 

Dadaism does not solely rely on spontaneity and absurdity. Other scholars emphasize Dada’s 

destruction of artistic, social, and political conventions. Cardullo writes, “[Dadaism] seeks to 

destroy conventions of traditional art with its spontaneity and freedom from all logical 

constraints.”6 Simply, Dadaism is the abolition of logic and knowledge; a rejection of social 

structures and hierarchies; a distrust of collective memories and the future. Dadaists use 

destruction as a means of escaping artistic norms and undermining established authority; an 

attitude akin to meme creators.  

The influence of sociopolitical change and popular culture affect both meme creators and 

Dadaist artists. With regards to Dadaism, the influence of World War I on the movement 

provides a new way of understanding the relationship between a post-war society and Dadaism. 

 
French, father in English, cube in Italian, and tail of a holy cow in African dialects. Donna 
Kristiansen, 1968. “What Is Dada?” in Educational Theatre Journal, 1968.  
 

3 Donna Kristiansen, “What is Dada?” in Educational Theatre Journal, (1968), 460. 
  

4 Kristiansen. “What is Dada?” 460.  
 

5 The paradoxical and incoherent nature of Dadaism also appears in other critics’ 
definitions of the movement. French historian Annette Becker focuses on the absurd and 
contradictory humor of Dadaism, while critic Bert Cardullo emphasizes Dadaists’ absolute faith 
in the products of spontaneity. Annette Becker, “The Avant-Garde, Madness and the Great War,” 
in Journal of Contemporary History, (2000). Bert Cardullo, “Dada,” in Theater of the Avant-
Garde 1890-1950 (2001).  
 

6 Cardullo, “Dada,” 1.  
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Scholars Amelia Jones and Fabio Gygi propose two different reasons for the Dadaist reaction to 

WWI. Jones argues WWI represented the destruction of individuality. The war reduced men to 

the trenches; the army forced men to serve a greater good; industrialized society eliminated 

opportunities for individual expression. In response, Dadaists, particularly in Germany, turned to 

art to express their disdain for the war and its destruction of individuality. Jones explains how the 

German Dadaists created radically politicized art to articulate “their sophisticated critiques of . . . 

the political and economic causes of the war.”7 In other words, Dadaism provided Germans with 

an outlet for escaping a postwar society void of individuality. Meanwhile, Gygi argues the 

invisibility of WWI provoked the Dada movement. Gygi writes, “one of the most striking 

features of the First World Was is the fact that nobody had seen it.”8 The spectators only had 

photographs and personal accounts, which failed to capture the visceral experience of the war 

itself. The unparalleled perception and destruction of WWI led to the emergence of new 

aesthetics, seen in Dada art.  

Dadaists, like Max Ernst, used photography and material objects to express their 

experiences in and reactions to the war. Many artists practiced collage to create something new 

from the shattered remains of various objects. They combined mementos to create original 

images and give new meaning to familiar objects. Dadaists reinterpreted popular imagery to 

responded to a post-war society—just as memes appropriate modern imagery to present absurdist 

commentaries on popular culture. Both movements defy conventions through new mediums and 

means of expression. Memes reflect the Dadaist practices of reacting to popular culture, 

 
7 Amelia Jones, “Equivocal Masculinity: New York Dada in the Context of World War 

I,” in Art History, 170.  
 
8 Nicholas Saunders and Fabio Gygi, Matters of Conflict: Material Culture, Memory, and 

the First World War, (2004), 75 
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interpreting current events, and speculating about the functions of society. Both art forms share 

similar aesthetics and visual materials. Ernst and his fellow Dadaists appropriated industrial, 

wartime objects and images to express how the aftermath of WWI invaded their lives. Today, 

social media accounts adapt culturally significant images to comment on popular culture. 

Dadaism grew from parodies of post WWI society into an artistic movement. Memes boast the 

same potential to transform from humorous imagery into an art form. Both movements of visual 

expression challenge the notions of fine art. Therefore, memes are a resurgence of Dadaist 

aesthetics and representations.  

However, unlike Dadaism, memes encourage the re-appropriation of words and images. 

Communications professional Alice Marwick outlines two types of memes. Some memes are 

simply trendy pictures social media users share unchanged. However, “others encourage a type 

of iteration, imitation, parody, and satire that can spawn thousands of variants.”9 No matter the 

type, memes spread ideas, evoke cultural change, and symbolize a point of connection for social 

movements. Journalist Patrick Davison proposes three components of a successful meme: The 

Manifestation, Behavior, and Ideal. The manifestation “indicates any arrangement of physical 

particles in time and space that are the direct result of the reality of the meme.”10 In other words, 

the manifestation is the source image that inspires the meme. Next, the behavior is the actions an 

individual takes towards the meme, such as making a meme or appropriating an existing meme. 

Lastly, the ideal is the concept that the meme conveys. Regarding the image of Paula Deen riding 

a hotdog, the original picture of Deen represents the Manifestation, the imposition of Deen onto 

 
9 Alice Marwick, “Memes,” in Contexts, 13.  

 
10 Patrick Davison, “The Language of Internet Memes” in The Social Media Reader, 123.  
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a hotdog reflects the Behavior, and the sensual relationship between Deen and the hotdog 

illustrates the Ideal. Memes bear significance in their creation, appropriation, and distribution.  

Dada collage and photomontage align with the practice of creating memes. In 

photomontage, Dadaists separate elements from mass-produced source imagery and reassemble 

the images to create a new work of art. Similarly, memes images from popular culture and 

impose different meanings onto the original images. Through the practice of photomontage, 

Dada art and memes allow artists to create absurd, satirical commentaries on the shortcomings of 

society. The work Max Ernst best reflects the similarities between Dada photomontage and 

memes. Both Ernst and today’s creators appropriate a variety of printed materials by removing 

images from their original context and, thus, establishing new interpretations.  

German artist Max Ernst embodies Dada's revolutionary response to WWI. Ernst used his 

art to criticize German’s military violence. He recycled and vandalized wartime images, creating 

a highly political and increasingly revolutionary art scene in Cologne, Germany. Ernst’s 

experience in WWI was integral to his Dadaist works and their evolution into Surrealism. 

Although Ernst never explicitly depicts his experiences from the war, the wartime imagery of his 

collages reflects the violence and trauma he encountered in the artillery. The appearance of the 

raw, torn edges in his early works reminds both Ernst and the viewer of the inescapable trauma 

that follows violence. Just as memes combine various cultural images, Ernst’s collages “involved 

the appropriation of an eclectic range of printed materials.”11 By improbably arranging his 

images, Ernst freed everyday objects from their conventional uses. In turn, Ernst evokes a 

playful, absurd spirit through hybrid figures that combine images of destruction with images of 

resurrection. Scholars focus on Ernst’s playful recycling of wartime images to ironically imitate 

 
11 Johanna Drucker, “Dada Collage and Photomontage,” in Art Journal, (1993) 82.  
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the psychological and physical violence of the postwar period. Ernst’s collages evoke an 

aesthetic similar to the spirit of memes.  

Memes encompass an infinite amount of imagery, and therefore we struggle to categorize 

them or attribute a specific creator to one meme. However, when studying memes through the 

lens of Dadaism, one trend bears an incredible resemblance to the art and ideology of Dadaism: 

“Paula Deen Riding Things.”12 While Ernst combined images to create new beings in protest of 

post-war society, meme artists imposed the Food Network chef onto various foods to parody 

Deen and mock her laughable behavior.  

 
12 The popular website Know Your Meme recounts the birth and spread of the meme. The 

original image of Paula Deen comes from a photograph taken at the South Beach Wine and Food 
Festival. At the festival, celebrity chefs Paula Deen and Robert Irvine co-hosted a tasting event. 
There, Irvine positioned himself on all fours, and Deen sat on his back while holding a glass of 
wine. A day later, photos of this event appeared on various news sources, and one user created a 
Tumblr blog titled "Paula Deen Riding Things." Soon after the Tumblr posts, the trend spread 
throughout social media platforms, encouraging new re-appropriations, interpretations, and 
adaptations. “Paula Deen Riding Things,” in Know Your Meme. 

  

Unknown, Paula Deen Riding a Hotdog, n.d. 
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Although it is practically impossible to trace the original creator of a meme, one image, 

in particular, reflects visual and political aesthetics similar to Dadaist works. In this meme, the 

artist has taken the image of Deen out of its context at the South Beach Food and Wine Festival. 

The artist has imposed two versions of the original photograph onto greasy, buttery bacon-

wrapped hotdogs. In the foreground, Deen sits straddling the hotdog. Her exaggerated expression 

of excitement conveys her incredible enjoyment riding the hotdog. Another hotdog with the 

second image of Deen appears blurred in the background. In this image, Deen grips the hotdog 

with her right hand and raises her left arm back as if she is about to spank the hotdog. Light 

reflects off of the surfaces of both hotdogs suggesting the food is drenched in butter, a staple of 

Deen’s recipes. Viewers can understand the artistic value of this meme by reading the image 

through Ernst’s work, specifically his fatagaga Here Everything is Still Floating and his collage 

Murdering Airplane.13   

 
13 The term fatagaga comes from the combination of the first two letters each word in the 

French phrase “Fabrication de Tableaux Gazométriques Garantis” (Fabrication of Paintings 
Guaranteed Geometric). 
 

Unknown, Paula Deen and Robert Irvine, 2011 
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In comparison to Ernst’s work Here Everything is Still Floating, the meme reflects the 

photomontage style through the integration Deen onto a hotdog. Ernst’s collage combines the 

bisection of a beetle with a cross-section of a fish to produce something entirely unrelated to the 

source material; something with multiple identities. Ernst’s selected images stem from different 

source materials, but he carefully manipulates the images to appear as one on their photographic 

background. Ernst’s “collage approaches the mysterious, seamless whole.”14 He hides the seams 

and tares of the cut paper, practically eliminating all traces of his manipulation of the images. His 

unexpected combinations and flawless integration of images produce a world outside of nature. 

Similarly, the meme resembles a photomontage in the flawless combination of the Deen and her 

hotdog. The appropriation of source imagery evokes a new, unexpected representation of Deen. 

She no longer appears at the food festival. Instead, she exists in a bizarre, outrageous world of 

fantasy. Both the meme and Here Everything is Still Floating present illogical, hybrid images 

that appear as if they had always existed together. They create new, unnatural creatures and 

suggest a taste in absurd humor. 

 
14 William Camfield, “Max Ernst: Dada & the Dawn of Surrealism,” in MoMA, (1993), 

10. 

Max Ernst, Here Everything is Still Floating, 1928 
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In addition to the seamless combination of source imagery, the meme also shares a 

grotesque, absurd aesthetic similar to Ernst’s Murdering Airplane. In the photomontage, a half-

woman, half-machine hovers in the sky. A photograph of a French biplane and the arms of a 

female model combine to create an anthropomorphized figure. Ernst combines the images to 

produce a paradox between destruction and eroticism; a seductive woman and a murderous 

machine. The gesture of the figure’s stylized arms evokes a “derisory power denoted . . . not only 

in an ironic reference to the classical body . . . but also is an allusion to the theatrical gestures of 

hysterics.”15 He transforms a functional machine into a fantastical apparition. Likewise, the 

meme suggests eroticism through a similar juxtaposition of objects with the human form. Deen 

straddles the hotdogs and even spanks the phallic food. The hotdogs and Deen’s interaction with 

them evoke an erotic message, representing Deen’s affinity for greasy, unhealthy Southern 

meals. She no longer appears at the food festival. Instead, she exists in a bizarre, outrageous 

world of fantasy.  

Just as Ernst’s Dadaist collages subvert the cultural context of WWI, the “Paula Deen 

Riding Things” movement disrupted images from their original context to comment on the 

 
15 Elza Adamowicz, Dada Bodies: Between Battlefield and Fairground, (Manchester 

University Press, 2019), 144.  

Max Ernst, Murdering Airplane, 1920 
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satirical nature of popular culture. The political nature of Dada artwork appears in the Paula 

Deen meme as a commentary on the vapid nature of American fame and the emptiness of reports 

on celebrity events.  The unique visual rhetoric and absurd aesthetics of both works create 

unexpected collages intended provoke thought about the shortcomings of society through 

shocking imagery. They combine seemingly unrelated imagery to produce something entirely 

new and unexpected. Ernst’s collages and the Paula Deen meme create an unexpected 

combination of images, which form grotesque, playful collages contrasting images of human 

tradition and disruptions of nature.   

Memes and Dadaism are mutually illuminating. The legacy of Dadaism continues in 

social media and its use of memes. And, by putting memes in conversation with Dada art, 

viewers gain a new understanding of the artistic value of memes. The striking similarities 

between the two artistic and social movements present the argument that critics should include 

memes in the canon of artistic movements. The artistic and cultural values of memes grow as 

artistic tastes, perceptions, and interpretations change. Most importantly, memes have become a 

method of postmodern artistic expression through their representation of popular culture and 

reflection on society. The traditions of fine art must adapt to the twenty-first-century obsession 

with social media and popular culture. 
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